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"Melania" is the last word from a lost civilization which the player takes control of. The player
discovers the planet where he walks and through various locations to unravel the mysteries of the
disappearance of a civilization. The game doesn't stop at solving puzzles and searching for clues. It
is created to create a link between the real and surreal worlds, making the player understand that
there is an invisible link between outer space and reality which he can use. My last game: Winner of
1st place in 5th International Gamefair Winter Gaming in which: "Traveler's tale" was accepted for
playing. The game won all categories of the competition. My last mod: Winner of 1st place in 19th
national game festival "CNSK" in which: "Reka", created as a part of a contest for improvement of
the quality of the game as part of the education program of the festival, won all categories of the
competition, was accepted for playing in national games and foreign games. Participation in the
gameprogram: N1K1J Academy. The main character wakes up after a long sleep and discovers an
empty planet where there are no living beings left. We have to explore locations and find out the
reasons for the disappearance of civilization and solve puzzles. Features of the game: Gravity
switching. Deep plot. Interesting puzzles. Convenient operation. Gloomy mystical atmosphere. About
The Game Melania: "Melania" is the last word from a lost civilization which the player takes control
of. The player discovers the planet where he walks and through various locations to unravel the
mysteries of the disappearance of a civilization. The game doesn't stop at solving puzzles and
searching for clues. It is created to create a link between the real and surreal worlds, making the
player understand that there is an invisible link between outer space and reality which he can use.
My last game: Winner of 1st place in 5th International Gamefair Winter Gaming in which: "Traveler's
tale" was accepted for playing. The game won all categories of the competition. My last mod: Winner
of 1st place in 19th national game festival "CNSK" in which: "Reka", created as a part of a contest for
improvement of the quality of the game as part of the education program of the festival, won all
categories of the competition, was accepted for playing in national games and foreign games.
Participation in the gameprogram:
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Features Key:
7 all-new scenarios, infused with genuine Agarest spirit.
A complete update of over 10 years
A stunning leap into new locations

Want to learn more about Agarest: Generations of War?

To learn more about this edition, read this post:

Read more...
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The final episode of the first season is now available! Thank you for playing!

Read more...

Note: Minecraft: Story Mode Stage 2 is only available on PC / Mac / Linux for players that
purchased the Minecraft: Story Mode Season Pass or Season 1.

What is Minecraft: Story Mode Stage 2?

This free DLC features the final episode of the first season, which doesn’t require a Season Pass. It continues
the story of Jesse, an ordinary boy who finds himself in an extraordinary situation when he accidentally
awakens an ancient evil force named “The Beast.” The Episode delivers a thrilling conclusion to the first
season of Minecraft: Story Mode.
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